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1 EXT. DETROIT -- DUSK 1

The sun falls closer to Earth; painting the sky pink,

purple, and red. Abandoned houses stand equal next to

thriving homes, eerily illuminated by the dying light.

Q -- a 20-something with dark skin and even darker circles

around her eyes -- walks briskly past house after house, her

hands stuffed into the pockets of a PUFFY WINTER COAT.

MUSIC blares through Q’s HEADPHONES. She pulls down the brim

of her BEANIE in annoyance.

MONTAGE

1.)A pile of BILLS and INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS sit on a

messy dresser. Multiple TABS can be seen open on a laptop.

2.)A CLOSE-UP shot of an OPENED LETTER, where a single piece

of paper peeks out from its opening. It

reads,"Congratulations. You have been chosen to receive the

award for ’Best New Artist’ on behalf of..."

3.)A CLOSE-UP of Q’s face as she looks at herself in the

mirror.

4.)A CLOSE-UP of PAINTING SUPPLIES, HALF-FINISHED PAINTINGS,

and POST-ITS littering Q’s bedroom walls.

5.)Q sighs.

END MONTAGE

Q keeps walking, her pace steadfast and a smile nowhere to

be found. She pulls her SCARF up closer to her face.

2 EXT. BUS STOP #1 -- SOME TIME LATER 2

Q stands in the center as a SMALL CROWD as people listlessly

mill around the bus stop, all bundled up for the winter

weather.

Shivering, Q takes out a FLASK from her BAG and takes a

swig. The edges of her GOWN flutter on top of the DIRTIED

SIDEWALK.

DINO (O.S.)

-- if it isn’t the princess.

A startled Q turns to face DINO, a tall man with a peculiar

style, as he holds up his own flask in a mock "CHEERS".

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DINO (CONT.)

Leaving the castle, are you? Do you

know where you going?

Q sizes up Dino before directing her stare outwards towards

the street. She takes another swig.

Q

Not your princess.

Dino chuckles to himself. It unnerves Q.

DINO

You’re someone’s princess.

(beat)

Or prince, even. Can never be too

sure, really.

On the other side of the street, a DDOT BUS (#1) begins to

pull up to another BUS STOP.

DINO (CONT.)

(clicks tongue)

...but ’course you don’t know where

you’re going.

(shrugs)

You don’t have anywhere to go.

Dino bows to Q, and walks off to the other side of the

street, only to stop in the middle of the road and turn back

to Q.

DINO (CONT.)

Just remember, princess...

(beat)

You can’t get lost in a loop.

The DDOT BUS (#2) arrives, pulling up a little past where Q

stands. Dino is now gone; nowhere to be seen.

A confused Q stares forward.

3 INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS 3

Q sits on the bus, looking out the window with a bored

expression as the city passes by. Other passengers occupy

the seats around her, some arguing loudly amongst themselves

while others are lost in their own worlds.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

Most people think it’s that feeling

of first hitting the water that

hurts the most.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

Distracted, Q looks around the bus. She briefly makes eye

contact with an ECLECTICLY-DRESSED, OLDER WOMAN speaking to

herself some rows back before turning her attention back to

the window.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S./CONT.)

That shock of pain that surges

through your body as liquid hits

solid and your mind turns into gas,

but no...it’s not the fall. It’s

the descent. The gradual plunge

into a rhythmic darkness --

A YOUNG CHILD screams for the attention of their MOTHER.

YOUNG CHILD

Mom! Mommmmm!

The Mother quiets her Young Child with a glare. The

direction of Aunt D. Dot’s voice has changed, as if she’s

further away now.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

-- as your arms reach for a star

that grows further the faster the

water fills your lungs.

Upfront, the BUS DRIVER (#1) mindlessly drives ahead, idly

humming a tune to themselves.

The lights flicker.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S./CONT.)

I drowned with wax wings on; the

wax of my wings staining red scars

into my black body, as I flew

closer to a sun that was as false

as it was magnificent.

Some rows in front of Q, an ELDERLY VET vents openly for

anyone who will listen.

ELDERLY VET

They don’t care about us! They

ain’t never cared about us! Not

since ’Nam! Not since The Gulf! Not

Never! We gave them everything and

got what in return? Not jack-shit

but some pins!

Aunt D. Dot’s voice is closer now, as if she’s right next to

Q. Still, Q ignores the feeling, though the sounds of the

bus begins to blend into WHITE NOISE.

(CONTINUED)
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Aunt D. Dot’s voice cuts through the WHITE NOISE, like the

voice of GOD.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S./CONT.)

For just that one second before I

fell, I felt...

(beat)

...seen.

Startled, Q turns around -- only to see the

Eclecticly-Dressed, Older Woman right next to her.

This is AUNT D. DOT.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

So tell me, what are your wings

made out of?

SERIES OF SHOTS

1.) Q’s HANDS, covered in jewelry and dripping in BLACK WAX.

2.) MOLTED FEATHERS, falling upon a STRANGE FLOOR.

3.) A CLOSE-UP of WAX-STAINED FEET.

END SERIES OF SHOTS

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

Beware of artificial suns,

chile. All that light gonna melt yo

wings.

Taken aback, Q whips her head back around to face Aunt D.

Dot --

-- only to find her gone.

A LOUD SCREECH breaks Q from her reverie. She and everyone

else on the bus lurch forward at the bus’ abrupt stop.

Upfront, the BUS DOORS open. With a cigarette in hand, the

Bus Driver (#1) lazily stands up.

BUS DRIVER (#1)

Everybody off. We gotta gas leak.

Everyone on the bus throws their hands up in frustration.



5.

4 EXT. CITY STREET -- MOMENTS LATER 4

A CITY LIGHT flickers against a black night sky. On the

sidewalk, a small group of PASSENGERS walk together towards

another BUS STOP.

Q walks with the Young Mother, her Child and the Elderly Vet

on either side of her.

YOUNG MOTHER

See, this that shit I’m

talking about. This ain’t

me. I ain’t even gone be

on this bitch come summer.

Period.

ELDER VET

Something’s gotta give,

man. It’s gotta. Might be

me first.

A WAVE of WATER careens over Q and the group. The Young

Mother grabs her Child and makes a dash for it; the Elder

Vet hot on their footsteps, leaving Q to take the brunt of

the damage.

Q grimaces. The edges of her outfit are now a muddy brown

with rain-water.

Q turns to see Dino, sitting on a city bench behind her. He

holds up a JOINT; silently offering Q a hit.

DINO

Princess.

Q takes the joint. Their hands never touch.

Dino watches as Q inhales, the tension rolling off her back

along with the smoke leaking out from her pores.

Q

Not your princess.

Dino laughs.

DINO

Sure.

Q hands Dino back his blunt.

DINO (CONT.)

Thanks.

(beat)

Figure out where you’re going yet?

(CONTINUED)
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Q

I’m supposed to be getting an award

tonight.

Dino passes back the blunt to Q.

DINO

You seem awfully down for someone

getting an award tonight.

Q

Not like it’s bout to change

anything in my life. Awards like

that never do.

DINO

Then why bother with ’em?

Q gives Dino a once-over.

Q

To feel good for once, I guess.

Behind Q, a DDOT BUS (#3) passes by and pulls to a rolling

stop two blocks down.

DINO

Feelings...are fleeting. They’ll

fade away soon enough.

(beat)

And then what will you be left

with?

Q flicks back the joint to Dino, and runs to catch the bus.

Q

Thanks for the J.

5 EXT. BUS - MOMENTS LATER 5

Q stands on the sidewalk, in a haphazard line of other

riders as they all wait to get on the bus one-by-one.

Seconds pass, and soon it’s Q’s turn in line. Curiously,

within the front of the bus, the BUS DRIVER (#2) is now in a

suit.

Q can’t help but stare.

BUS DRIVER (#2)

Good evening.

Q takes a single step aboard the bus, but hesitates and

looks down.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

Her BOOTS have now transformed into elegant HEELS.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

Let those wings loose, chile!

Q steps on board.

6 INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS 6

The inside of the bus is now reminiscent of a gala.

DECORATIVE LIGHTS now hang from the bus ceiling, as plants

and art plaster its sides.

VARIOUS BUS RIDERS lounge around the booths, dressed to the

nines. Some slosh around WINE GLASSES lazily, as others

converse and appreciate the sounds of INSTRUMENTS PLAYING.

At the end of a LONG TABLE in the center of the bus sits

Aunt D. Dot, looking right at home. Her once-drab wardrobe

has been transformed in an elegant, if not still eccentric,

outfit.

AUNT D. DOT

Heard you have a gala to get to.

(beat)

Thought I’d save you the trip.

A SERVER comes up to Q, and offers her a tray full of WINE.

Still in a haze of confusion, Q grabs a glass and stares

into it, before downing the drink whole.

AUNT D. DOT (CONT.)

Take a seat.

Q

I think I should go.

AUNT D. DOT

Go where? Here is that ’there’

where you’re trying to be.

Q

I don’t know where I’m trying to

be, really.

AUNT D. DOT

Then why not enjoy the moment? It’s

a celebration!

Aunt D. Dot gestures across the bus, where the Bus Riders

have now held their GLASSES up in a toast.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

AUNT D. DOT (CONT.)

To Q!

VARIOUS BUS RIDERS

To Q!

The music seems to grow louder. Bus Riders begin to chant

Q’s name, begging her to join them in their revelry.

Q’s eyes begin to spin. It’s all so overwhelming.

Q

Stop!

Q’s voice cuts through the chants. The bus goes silent.

Q

(quietly)

Just stop.

AUNT D. DOT

Why?

Q

This isn’t what I want.

AUNT D. DOT

But you love the attention, don’t

you? You crave it.

The lights begin to falter. Aunt D. Dot continues to sit at

the back of the bus, poised and unbothered.

Q

I don’t...you just...you’re just

doing this all to...all to hide the

fact that you have nothing --

AUNT D. DOT

Careful, baby --.

Q

-- of actual substance to give me!

AUNT D. DOT

-- you’re burning yourself from the

inside out --

Q

Shit like this don’t pay my bills.

It don’t put food on the table. It

just wastes my time.

(CONTINUED)
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AUNT D. DOT

-- like a dying star.

Q

And I don’t know if I have any more

time to give.

The bus hits something, and shakes violently. Q stumbles

forward as the bus lights go dark.

7 EXT. BUS STOP #3 - CONTINUOUS 7

Q lurches forward onto an eerily empty sidewalk. The sky, is

pitch black. Gone is Q’s elegant outfit, now replaced with

her regular, homely fit.

Q groggily turns around to see Dino standing next to her,

his hand stuffed into the pockets of his pants.

DINO (O.S.)

Told you, princess.

(beat)

That shit is for the birds.

CUT TO:

8 INT. APARTMENT - DUSK 8

Q stands in front of a window, looking out towards the

outside world.

DINO (CONT.)

Better to stay in your high castle,

if you ask me. No one can hurt you

there.

CUT TO:

9 EXT. BUS STOP #3 - CONTINUOUS 9

Q shakily rights herself.

Q

I can’t survive by just staying

there, either.

DINO

You call what you’re doing now

living?

CUT TO:



10.

10 INT. APARTMENT - DUSK 10

Q looks down at her hands, covered in RED PAINT.

DINO (CONT.)

You’re just dying to live for a few

minutes of attention.

(beat)

That’s all any of this shit is

about.

CUT TO:

11 EXT. BUS STOP #3 - CONTINUOUS 11

Q closes her eyes in frustration.

Q

-- but I’m doing what I love,

aren’t I?

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

I don’t know --

12 INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS 12

Q opens her eyes again to face Aunt D. Dot, who sits across

from her on an EMPTY BUS. Not even the driver is in sight.

Like Q, Aunt D. Dot’s outfit has once again transformed back

into its original form. A strange light paints her in an

eerie glow.

AUNT D. DOT

-- are you?

Q looks around wildly. Aunt D. Dot is non-plussed.

AUNT D. DOT (CONT.)

By the way, you shouldn’t listen to

that fool and his talk about

castles. That nigga is crazy.

Aunt D. Dot leans back in relaxation, though her eyes never

leave Q.

Q

...you once asked me if I had

wings.

Aunt D. Dot waves away Q’s response.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 11.

AUNT D. DOT

Just answer my question.

(beat)

Do you love what you do?

Q pauses for a moment in hesitation, before gathering

herself slightly.

Q

...yes.

AUNT D. DOT

Then, do it! Live freely and

create! Bleed paint instead of

blood! That fire still burns behind

your eyes, chile. I can see it.

Q

...but that’s just not enough. I’ve

tried. I’m trying now.

AUNT D. DOT

Stop wallowing within the remains

of your own ashes! Who can stop you

from living your life? From being

happy?

Q turns her attention away from Aunt D. Dot, and turns

towards the window.

Q

Reality, I guess.

Aunt D. Dot’s shoulders slump.

AUNT D. DOT (O.S.)

Well, I can’t do anything about

that.

Q turns to face Aunt D. Dot, but she’s gone.

Aunt D. Dot isn’t there. It’s like she never was in the

first place.

13 EXT. BUS STOP #1 -- SECONDS LATER 13

Q gingerly gets off the bus, her mind in a haze. Only the

light of the bus illuminates her frame, but even that soon

disappears as the bus drives off, leaving Q to her own

devices.

Confused, Q sets off for home.


